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Energy, Raw Materials
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"Are we facing an energy shortage?"
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In Germany energy policy is now frequently only discussed in terms of the

implications for climate change and environmental policy. This all too easily

obscures the original goals of energy policy, especially as the German govern-

ment still has not put forward its long-awaited energy-policy programme. On

the other hand, the Green Paper on energy supply recently issued by the

European Commission has once again focused attention on the long-term

security of the supply of energy.

What is the source of the renewed concerns about the security of supply?

The most obvious answer is the high degree of import dependency in Ger-

many and Europe, which is set to become even more pronounced. A related

point is that many of the exporting countries are afflicted by political conflict.

Ultimately, though, the main reason is derived from the fear that the

resources most widely used today _ oil and natural gas _ are finite and that

output levels could peak in the foreseeable future.

Whether the reserves of oil and gas will soon be exhausted is, in fact, a

hotly debated topic. This debate is one that often takes place between econo-

mists and geologists. Economists argue that scarcities will lead to higher

prices at a relatively early stage, simultaneously setting in train energy-saving

and substitution processes and stimulating the search for new reserves. As a

result the resource dilemma will more or less solve itself. Geologists, on the

other hand, point out that in recent years the rate at which new oil and gas

fields are being found has declined perceptibly, and that it is, so to speak,

'only natural' that output will soon peak, followed by a relative scarcity.

However the debate between economists and geologists is resolved, ulti-

mately a solution to the problem of a potential shortage of resources will have

to be found on an entirely different battleground. If, namely, climate

researchers are right _ and they have been indicated by the most recent

report published by Working Group I of the UN Intergovernmental Panel on

Climate Change (IPCC) _ the combustion of fossil sources of energy will in

any case have to be drastically reduced if humanity is not to fall into a 'cli-

mate trap'. It is not least here that energy policy must make its contribution.

In this sense, effective protection against climate change will constitute the

most important steps towards ensuring the security of the energy supply.


